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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome to NTNU, the Norwegian University of Science and technology, Congratulations with the 50 years anniversary of the Hydropower Development program and more than 500 students that have brought this competence out into the world! This is really is impressive and a a concrete example of our vision “Knowledge for a better world.Let me also start to acknowledge the important support from Norad, and making this possible through financial support. I look forward to hear the summary from Oddbjørn afterwards.But before that let us start with a historic perspective to our institution and to what NTNU has become today. 



21910 Per aspera ad astra

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NTNU is a young institution with a long history.  The university, in its current form, was established in 1996 by the merger of six research and higher education institutions in Trondheim. However, the university's root goes back to 1760, with the foundation of Trondheim Academy. Here you see a picture of NTNUs mainbuilding from 1910. If you look over the entrance to the library downstars, you’ll see this wisdom from 1910, etched in stone: Per aspera ad astra - through adversity to the stars. This has been common knowledge in these halls for more than a century.�In 2016 a new merger with the University colleges in Trondheim, Ålesund and Gjøvik, took place and today we are the largest university in Norway  
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here you see a picture of the Glaushugen campus ano 1930, where the building to the far left is the Vannkraftlaboratoriet or the Waterpowerlaboratory.This illustrate how important Hydroelectric power and the technology related to hydropower has been and still is to this country  
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44 000 
STUDENTS

400
STUDY 
PROGRAMMES

9000
EMPLOYES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 NTNU is the largest university in Norway with 44 000 students and 9000 employees We have campuses here in Trondheim, in Gjøvik and in Ålesund  We recruit from all over the country and the world, and our graduates work in all sectors NTNU is Norway’s most international university in terms of student exchange. NTNU collaborates with more than 730 institutions in more than 100 countries. The university has some 6 per cent international students., meny of these in the hydropowder development progra,. Our priority areas for collaboration are the European Union, the United States, China and Japan. PICTURE: students from department of Electronic Systems 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NTNU’s main profile is in technology and science - in fact, we educate more than 70 per cent of all the master’s graduates in technology in Norway.  But at the same time we are a broad-based university, with HUMANITIES, ECONOMICS, MEDICINE AND HEALTH, TEACHING, ARCHITECTURE, ART DISCIPLINES and ARTISTIC  ACTIVITIES We are very proud of the wide variety of disciplines we offer. Our great strength is the combination of technology with breadth subjects that develop a wider range of skills.  To solve the challenges facing Norway – and the world – we MUST link technology with knowledge about society and people. That’s what we are doing here at NTNU.  Many technological and cultural innovations have been developed right here. And we are committed to continuing our contribution to at better, more sustainable society. 
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Numbers, education (2022)

TRONDHEIM
85 %

ÅLESUND
6 %

GJØVIK
9 %

44 000 students
8200 Bachelor and Master’s Degrees

339
programmes 
of study

>2 000 PhD-students
415 awarded PhD degrees

Continuing 
Education: 5 460 
study points awarded
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Numbers, research (2022)
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Energy Research
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publications  
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Europe 
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Strategic Research Areas and 
Enabling Technologies 

ENERGY HEALTH

SUSTAINABILITY OCEANS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NTNU has a long tradition to foster interdisciplinary, and the instruments used is strategic research areas and enabling technologies. As you see NTNU Energy is one of he strategic research areas, which hydroelectric power is one of the main ingredients, more relevant than ever due to the need for more renewable energy the flexibility of hydroelectric power in a complex energy grid and mix. This year we have looked into the glass ball and we have recently determined the next five strategic research areas for the next 4-8 years. It was not surprising that Energy is still one of them. The others are ocean and coast, health and life science, security and resilience and the final one is communities.      
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NTNU has a long and proud tradition of collaborating with partners in low and middle income countriesThis is part of our strategy, and vision: knowledge from a better worldAnchored within international collaboration, and in our international development plan for 2023-2025On the slide here, we see some of the breadth in our collaboration: health technology and global healthRenewable energyNew technologiesArchitecture and urban planningSocial sciences, and humanitiesIn 2018 we summarized our activities with partners in LMICs for the period 2010-2018More than 270 institutional partners in 200+ projects from 59 countries42 of our departments engaged in these collaborationsConcentration of our collaboration geographically:Nepal and South East AsiaEast Africa with Tanzania, Uganda, Ethiopia and Mozambique, in addition to GhanaCollaboration on all continentsTypes of institutionsMajority of higher education institutionsResearch institutesPrivate sector companiesNGO and not-for-profit organizationsGovernmental organizationsWe also have an alumni association, NTNU Alumni. Some years ago, we summarized the number of African students we have had at NTNU – which encompasses close to 3000 alumnis.Collaboration also encompasses all university activities:Building capacity through educationEducating students and life-long learnersDeveloping bachelor, master and ph.d. programsRevising curriculaResearch collaborationInnovation and entrepreneurshipOne story we are very proud of, and that has been a long term effort with many contributors and enablers, is the hydropower development collaboration that has been with partners in Nepal. This started out as a collaboration on building capacity, and study programs have been developed in Nepal and many students have been educated at NTNU and in collaborative formats between NTNU and Nepali institutions. This has in turn lead to research projects, and to establishment of a hydropower lab that is a spinoff in Nepal. Today, this is a reciprocal and equitable partnership where we learn as much from our Nepali partners as vice versa, with the high levels of sediment erosion that we – as I have learned – do not have in Norway to the same degree.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These endeavours together with partners in the global south have been made possible by many parties.Many of those here today: Norad, the World Bank, Norwegian governmental ministries, directorates ad agencies – in addition to the embassies, Research Council of Norway, the Directorate of Higher Education and Skills, the European Commission and many more have contributed with opportunties, funding and programsWe are very sorry that the Norwegian government are not implementing a study fee for students outside of the EU and EEA countries – we hope that scholarship programs will be established to enable us to continue to receive students from outside Europe – and specifically from LMICsWe are living in challenging and complex times, and we need to develop solutions together that have a positive impact locally, regionally and globallyGlobal collaboration has maybe never been so important, and also so challenging (geopolitics, export control, wars and migration)We have a clear ambition to continue and strengthen our collaborations with partners in the LMICs – and will work closer with funders in the Global North to enable this – and we look forward to explore the possibilities within the energy program of Norad, and the European Commission.We also need equitable partnerships – too many «Northern agendas» dominate our collaborations, and we need to move towards equitable and reciprocal collaborations; where we both co-design the challenge and proposal for solution, and co-create and co-produce the results – that enable the impact we expect for the societies and environments we are in.We are obliged to contribute to knowledge for a better world – and this we do through collaboration globally.



For more 
information see :
www.ntnu.edu

Again welcome to NTNU, and 
good luck with the anniversary

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Again thank you for the oppotunity to welcome you to NTNU – and the 50 year anniversary – and we hope that this will continue for many years to come.

https://www.ntnu.edu/
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